
 
 

Time to love, Time for love – from Blancpain  for St. Valentine’s 
Day 

 

For this year’s St. Valentine’s Day, Blancpain is introducing a limited edition of twenty 

models, all dedicated to feminine sentiments and emotions. Model 2102, for instance, 

comes with a sky-blue bracelet 

and dial. The latter’s blue flame-patterned luster, diamond-set bezel and four 

diamond hour markers add their warmth to the day’s special thoughts and 

sentiments... All in all, a passionate declaration of love, from watchmaking at its 

finest to womanhood at its loveliest.  
 

Presenting a Blancpain to a loved one on a day like this is to convey a full measure of 

emotion, discreetly reflected in the flame-patterned dial’s blue expanse, shimmering 

like the throbbing emotions of a first date. Softly, proudly, glowing even in the 

dimmest light, it brings together the impeccable performances of first-class horology 

and the sense of quiet luxury that stems from the choice of nature’s finest, noblest 

materials. 
 

In his day, Frédéric-Émile Blancpain had already introduced watchmaking at its best 

to feminine taste at its keenest with his 1931 launch of a woman’s version of the 

famed “Rolls” design. For the first time ever, a female wrist could carry a selfwinding 

watch. 

 

Ever since then, Blancpain’s approach to horology has been resolutely even-handed 

in the matter. After the world’s most compact round watch took flight as the “Lady 

Bird” in 1956, Blancpain moved to make available to the world’s discerning women 

the cream of complex horological mechanisms. In 1984 came the woman’s moon-

phase watch followed in 1988 by the fabulous minute repeater and, in 1996, the very 

first flyback chronograph shaped and sized for the female wrist, putting an end to a 

de facto masculine monopoly of this prized navigation aid. 
 

Today, the Blancpain workshops’ most recent entry embodies a full measure of 

classic refinement expressed in a variety of nuances, all designed to address the 

widest and timeliest range of feminine aspirations. Although no joy is eternal, this 

Blancpain beauty is sure to generate round-the-clock happiness. 
 


